There’s a Grant for That!

Do you have an idea to help others living with kidney disease? Are you interested in going back to school or work? There’s a grant for that. If you’ve never applied for a grant before, don’t worry. With resources to help guide you, it doesn’t have to be overwhelming. The End Stage Renal Disease National Coordinating Center (ESRD NCC) Patient Grant Library has what you need to help find the grant that’s right for you. It also offers links to sources for writing a proposal, creating a budget and submitting an application.

Join the call:
**Date:** Thursday, January 30, 2020  
**Time:** 2:00 pm ET, 1:00 pm CT, 12:00 pm MT, 11:00 am PT  
**Dial:** 877-399-5186  
**Enter Meeting Code:** 433 459 5474
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